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Look at ™ Publications
Your heritage is unique: our skill is in interpreting what you want, the way you want it to 
be understood. Our printed guides are clear and engaging for all ages and will make your 
visitors’ experience more enjoyable.  They are particularly effective when used in conjunction 
with our interpretation boards and audio guides.
Common Benefits

More than a souvenir - an interactive guide to enhance your visitors experience.• 
Stimulates return visits and recommendations.• 
Engaging, informative and educational.• 
Capture the essence of a place - not just its architecture.• 
Makes visits more fun and stimulating for both children and adults.• 
Helps you meet your educational aims.• 
Available in English and other languages.• 

Classic Look at Guides
This series of 300 classic guides covers heritage sites across Britain and 
beyond, including churches and cathedrals, towns and villages, museums, 
historic houses - and even an oil terminal! They are ideal walkaround 
companions, because their clear styling and illustrations enhance and inform 
the visitor experience at the time, rather than simply being a souvenir to take 
away. They are designed to stimulate interest in buildings, their contents, and 
the thinking or beliefs reflected in their construction. 
Examples: Look At Chatsworth House, Look At Eyam.

New Generation Look at Guides
These have the same classic formula but are printed in full 
colour, incorporating both photographs and illustrations. 
Example Look At Gilwell Park.

Full Colour Guides
These are often specially commissioned guides 
on specific themes such as a particular person, 
or event, featuring the same clear language 
and approach.  Example: The German War 
Cemetery, St Brelade, Jersey. This format also 
appeals to the souvenir guides market. 32

Mont-de-Huisnes: after 1961 

In 1948, the uniformity of the Germany Cemetery with its Nazi military gravestones was replaced 
by the same standard crosses used in all the Imperial War Graves Commission cemeteries. �e new 
crosses were placed at the head of the graves rather than at the feet as is the German tradition.

 
 Ossuary for the German war dead at Mont-de-Huisnes. GS.

Unlike Jersey, it is not unusual in Germany for a 
grave to be used only for about twenty years and 
then the remains moved to a charnel house.

�e German war dead included German Jews 
and forced labourers!  Two German Jews were 
later moved to another cemetery in France after 
protests from the Jewish community over being 
interred next to their persecutors.

�e Jersey German War Cemetery rapidly 
returned to the civilian use as you see it today. 

In 1960 the German War Graves Commission (Volksbund Deutsche Kriegsgräberfürsorge) was 
granted permission to exhume and move their 221 military dead to the ossuary of the German Military 
Cemetery at Mont-de-Huisnes, Normandy, France from St Brelade’s cemetery.  In July 1961 they were 
moved. �e number was increased to 347 German 
war dead from Jersey after further dead, including 
116 bodies (16 Military) from the Strangers’ 
Cemetery, were transferred.

Imperial War Graves Commission 1948-1961
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From 1 July 1940 to 8 May 1945 Germany 
occupied the Channel Islands where its forces 
soon established their Heldenfriedhof or Heroes’ 
Cemetery in the historic holy site of St. Brelade’s 
Churchyard. �is was reserved for the German 
Military dead and their allies. �e first burial 
occurred in July 1940, just 10 days after the 
Germans occupied Jersey. 

In 1960 the German War Graves Commission 
asked and was granted permission to exhume 
and move their war dead to a German Military 
Cemetery at Mont-de-Huisnes,  Normandy, 
France. �e mausoleum was inaugurated on 
September 14, 1963.  
In total 347 German war dead from Jersey were 
interred. �e Heldenfriedhof was then returned 
to civilian use.

Death is a fundamental experience, common 
across all of humanity, regardless of class, status or 
nationality. Death requires life and our existence. 
War by its nature is inextricably related to death 
and killing. 

A military cemetery brings us face to face with the 
contradictions and horrors of war. 

St Helier, Jersey: German air force troops in the victory 
parade.                   SJ.

A cemetery for the occupying German forces 
associated with the horrors of the Nazi regime 
raises many thoughts and emotions for all. �is 
booklet aims to shed some light on issues relating 
to the cemetery in St Brelade and to encourage you 
to reflect on these.



Features of the Publications
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Classic Look at Guides
User-friendly, two-colour, A4 format guide.• 
Gives your visitors the basics at a glance.• 
Beautiful illustrations, clear presentation and easy-read print.• 
Interesting, informative, educational and fun - for all ages.• 
History on a human scale - about people as well their buildings.• 
Capture the essence of a place - not just its architecture.• 
Questions aimed to stimulate exploration and discussion.• 
Particular features and fascinating facts can be highlighted.• 
Clear line drawings are useful for all visitors and particularly helpful for those • 
who find reading text alone difficult.

New Generation Look at Guides
 Builds upon the strengths of the Classic•	  Look at Guides.
A5 full-colour with beautiful illustrations and photographs.• 
Looks and feels much richer and stimulating.• 
Photographs add another dimension to presenting information.• 
Commands a higher price.• 

Full Colour Guides
More formal than the New Generation • Look at Guides.
Typically A5 full-colour with beautiful illustrations and photographs.• 
Visually more like a traditional souvenir guide.• 
Designed to be used.• 
Has a greater adult appeal.• 
Questions and information selected to stimulate exploration and discussion.• 

Common Features  
Bite-size chunks to make information easily absorbed.• 
Beautiful illustrations and photographs, clear presentation.• 
Interesting, informative, educational and fun.• 
History on a human scale - about people as well their buildings.• 
Capture the essence of a place - not just its architecture.• 
Questions and facts designed to stimulate exploration and discussion.• 
Particular features and fascinating facts can be highlighted.• 
Available in English and other languages.• 
Well-researched and written using over 25 years experience of interpretation.• 


